Commons System Criticized by 100

New PRC Constitution Approved

Strattons to Hold Open House
Dec. 22; MIT Students Invited to Xmas Party

President and Mrs. Julian A. Stratton are having a Christmas Open House on Tuesday, December 22. All guests are invited to remain in the Boston Commons System, which will be cordially invited to attend the open house.

The party will be held from four to six in the Strattons' home at 121 Memorial Drive. Students who are married are urged to bring their wives with them.

New PRC Constitution Approved

Section 2 — The duties of the Freshman Class are defined by the new rule of the Committee to be: to facilitate public relations between the members of the Freshman Class, to meet and discuss issues relating to the Freshman Class, to maintain public relations between the members of the Class, and to discuss issues relating to the Freshman Class.

Activity Subcommittees

The various activities of the PRC are given to individual subcommittees, each with a chairman.

Article nine of the constitution outlines these activities.

Section 6 — The duties of the Beaver Buzz shall be to publish a newsletter containing feature articles of interest to the undergraduates. All members of the Committee shall be members of the Beaver Buzz.

The Beaver Buzz has not been published regularly since the Tech's publication, and a rather similar publication, is written by the Institute public relations department. There is some feeling that the two overlap. Opinion has been expressed that the "utility" of the title, Beaver Buzz, makes it inappropriate to the Beaver Buzz.

MIT Debaters Win at Tufts
College Team Holds 15-4 Season Record

MIT's debating squad continued to clash with victories as they dove deep into the season. The MIT team, composed of Wayne Hudgyn, '60, and Dick Stratton, '61, is ranked on the upper echelons of the nation's top teams. The Beaver Buzz makes its first appearance in The Beaver Buzz.

The Beaver Buzz has not been published regularly since the Tech's publication, and a rather similar publication, is written by the Institute public relations department. There is some feeling that the two overlap. Opinion has been expressed that the "utility" of the title, Beaver Buzz, makes it inappropriate to the Beaver Buzz.

The Beaver Buzz has not been published regularly since the Tech's publication, and a rather similar publication, is written by the Institute public relations department. There is some feeling that the two overlap. Opinion has been expressed that the "utility" of the title, Beaver Buzz, makes it inappropriate to the Beaver Buzz.

Activities Administrators

The various activities of the PRC have no control over them, and their budgets are controlled by the PRC. However, some groups do benefit from the funds allocated by the PRC. In this manner, it is felt that the PRC grants should be distributed to members of the university community.
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Comedown From Your Ivory Tower

Tomorrow, in an unprecedented speech, the Dean of Engineering will discuss the impending effect on the MIT Foundation grant on MIT education. The nature and size of this grant necessarily implies that it will have significant effects on the School of Engineering and on the MIT academic community as a whole. It is clear that this event is of sufficient importance to warrant the attendance of every student.

We are sure that the nature of obtaining a grant of this magnitude necessitates a great deal of careful concrete planning on the part of the recipient. We hope that the Dean will deliberate on this issue and that as an aside it will be related to the world of education.

We feel that the effects on the academic community as a whole is clear. Last spring President Stratton discussed the effect of this grant should be to accelerate vastly this process. This is accomplished rather slowly, over a period of years. The magnitude necessitates a great deal of fairly concrete planning on the part of all the others...
HARRISON SALISBURY,
VANCE PACKARD, LECTURE
MORTIMER ADLER, LECTURE
ARTHUR FIEDLER, ORCHESTRA

Our films do so. About 200 unoccupied seats during the first show, while the later shows were presented to "stand

it's clear, it's clean, it's Vaseline® HAIR TONIC

STRENGTHS: ANIMAL MAGNETISM 203-204.

The following preceded the second weekend:

* New weekend attendance record.
* Twice the previous record attendance at a Classic Film.
* Classic Series presentation is the Boston Premiere for this film.
* First showing of a new film on one night.
* Show of the latest addition to the LSC permanent film library, Charlie Chaplin's THE IMMIGRANT.

We regret that Kresge Auditorium is not always available for our films; however, we make every attempt to obtain it. We hope that the somewhat crowded conditions prevailing in our other auditoriums do not detract unduly from your enjoyment of our presentations.

We would like to point out that for both the Friday and the Saturday night films there were about 200 unoccupied seats during the first show, while the later shows were presented to "standing-room-only" audiences. Therefore we suggest that all who attend the first showings of our films do so.

Our thanks is extended to Dean Holden, Buildings and Power (especially Mr. Moran), the MIT Security Force, the Institute telephone operators, Schedules Office, and MIT Photostat service (in particular, Mr. Joe Perry).

APPLIED MAGNETISM 405-406

Bowery LSC extends its warmest gratitude. The fine attendance at these films and the attendance of some of our films do so. About 200 unoccupied seats during the first show, while the later shows were presented to "standing-room-only" audiences. Therefore we suggest that all who attend the first showings of our films do so.

Our thanks is extended to Dean Holden, Buildings and Power (especially Mr. Moran), the MIT Security Force, the Institute telephone operators, Schedules Office, and MIT Photostat service (in particular, Mr. Joe Perry).

A NOTE FROM THE LECTURE SERIES COMMITTEE

TO THE 2500 PEOPLE who attended the LSC presentations of The Defiant Ones and On the Bowerly in Huntington Hall [11-250] and the Compton Lecture Hall [26-100] on December 4 and 5. the LSC extends its warmest gratitude. The fine attendance at these films and the attendance of some of our films do so. About 200 unoccupied seats during the first show, while the later shows were presented to "standing-room-only" audiences. Therefore we suggest that all who attend the first showings of our films do so.

Our thanks is extended to Dean Holden, Buildings and Power (especially Mr. Moran), the MIT Security Force, the Institute telephone operators, Schedules Office, and MIT Photostat service (in particular, Mr. Joe Perry).

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Arthur Fiedler, open forum
December 15

Martin Adler, lecture
January 11

Yance Packard, lecture
February 16

Harrison Salisbury, lecture
May 2

Peter Seeger, folksinger
March 14

Bead the Devil, comedy
December 11

Something of Value, drama
January 9

(date of this film changed to allow Pierre

Mendes-France to speak in Kresge, Jan. 8.)

My Uncle, comedy
January 15

The Finance Board, with its ability to allocate, also has the right to investigate the financial activities of the undergraduate organizations, and re-
ger questionable matters to InsComm. The Finance Board met at times to discuss the willingness of an organization and requests InsComm to re-
view the organization.

The Board is composed of seven members: a chairman the Treasurer of the Activities Council, two junior members, and three junior members. The five members-at-large are elected by InsComm and can be removed by two-thirds vote of the same body.

Presently serving on FinnBoard are: Dick McDowell, Chairman, Warren Hardin, Activities Council Treasurer, Charlie McCullen and Ben Freuman.

Favor

In further extension is but an extension of already established practice, and no group is free from Congressional intellectual rape which would leave its most forward thinking members inhabited from freely expressing their opinions which could ultimately benefit our nation.
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Fencers Defeat Bradford Durfee; Sophs Impressive to Show Depth

By Ron Baecker, '63

The varsity fencers began their season in fine style Saturday afternoon with a 17-10 victory over Bradford Durfee. The brightest note of the afternoon came after the match was already clinched, as several sophomores, facing with the upperclassmen for the first time, were quite impressive and gave indications of great promise.

Win Sahare and Paul

In the foil and the sabre the returning lettermen were particularly outstanding. Sherman Karp, '60, Jerry Yarbrough, '60, and Luther McPherson, '60, in the foil, and ex-senmen Don Elliott, '61, Karl Koepke, '60, and Joe Verderber, '60, won all but one of their encounters.

Enjoy Your Holiday

By Being Sure Of A Good Mark

Physics 8.01 Review

Thursday, December 10, 6 to 8 P.M.

ASSOCIATED TUTORS

10 Ames Street — 87-7490

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1959

Fences and colleges, or anytime you want to look your best—treat yourself to a lion's share of flashy—the kind you'll find in an Arrow. In 100% cotton oxfo to that stays neat, Arrows are a pleasure to wear ... And, a most acceptable gift for the man who prize's fine tailoring. In favorite collar styles. $5.00.

Meet Burnell Richardson and Dick Maslowski

They're transmission engineers with Michigan Bell Telephone Company in Detroit. Burnell graduated from Western Michigan in 1951 with a B.S. in Physics, spent four years in the Navy, then joined the telephone company. His present work is with carrier systems, as they relate to Direct Distance Dialing facilities.

Dick got his B.S.E.E. degree from Michigan in 1956 and came straight to Michigan Bell. He is currently engineering and administering a program to utilize new, transistorized repeater (amplifier) equipment.

Both men are well qualified to answer a question you might well be asking yourself: “What’s in telephone company engineering for me?”

SAYS DICK:

“There’s an interesting day’s work for you every day. You really have to use your engineering training and you’re always working with new developments. Every time Bell Laboratories designs a new and more efficient, piece of equipment, you are challenged to incorporate it in our systems effectively and economically. For example, I have been working on projects utilizing a newly developed voice frequency amplifier. It’s a plug-in type—transistorized—and consumes only two watts, so it has lots of advantages. But I have to figure out where and how it can be used in our sprawling network to provide new and improved services. Technological developments like this really put spice in the job.”

SAYS BURNELL:

“Training helps, too—and you get the best. Through an interdepartmental training program, you learn how company-wide operations dovetail. You also get a broad background by rotation of assignments. I’m now working with carrier systems, but previously worked on repeater (amplifier) projects as Dick is doing now. Most important, I think you always learn practical engineering.” You constantly search for the solution that will be most economical in the long run.”

There’s more, of course—but you can get the whole story from the Bell interviewer. Through an interdepartmental training program, you learn how company-wide operations dovetail. You also get a broad background by rotation of assignments. I’m now working with carrier systems, but previously worked on repeater (amplifier) projects as Dick is doing now. Most important, I think you always learn practical engineering.” You constantly search for the solution that will be most economical in the long run.”

There’s more, of course—but you can get the whole story from the Bell interviewer.
Variety Grapplers Crush Tufts;
Frosh Matmen Victorious, 31-3

Celebrating their move from the Cage to the du Pont Center with a burst of enthusiasm, the varsity and freshman wrestling teams rolled over their opponents in matches last Saturday afternoon.

The varsity team scored a 31-3 victory over the Engineers.

The Frosh matmen were blown away by the results of the first intercollegiate wrestling competition to be held in the wrestling room in the du Pont Center.

MIT’s varsity captain, Don Wenger, ‘60, opened the victorious offensive with a pinfall on Dana Walsh, ‘62, from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, according to the rules of the du Pont competition.


Squashmen Display Great Improvement in Dartmouth Match

Holding their best showing against holographs in the history of their competition, the varsity squash team took first of the nine individual matches in the new du Pont courts last Saturday afternoon.

In the varsity’s first contest, with the performance of the junior MIT team’s up to the condition of improvement over last year’s record.

Tufts last year, their first real test will come this Friday afternoon when they’ll grapple against Wesleyan, who last winter scored a 3-1 victory over MIT.

Freshmen Excel

In contrast to the varsity match, which saw no pins, the Beaver freshmen wrestled the picking up three pins and two forfeits to better the upper-classmen’s margin.

Teddy Slater stopped the visiting squad 147 lbs. grappler for the first pin of the day. Then Tony Graff and Milt Williams at 157 lbs., and Mike Judd at 177 lbs., held their opponents to the canvas to further highlight the varsity’s win.

Swimmers to Open IM Hockey Games

Although lack of ice has forced several postponements, intramural hockey competition is well underway under the direction of Leo Gagan, ‘61, manager of the sport.

At this time, however, only scattered results have been reported.

In League I, Sigma Alpha Epsilon downed Phi Delta Theta, 6-0, with Mickey Hickey, ‘62, netting four goals.

Last Tuesday evening, Burton House won a close game over Delta Upsilon 5-1. Clark Frazer’s two markers provided the margin of victory in the Lligue II contest.

Joe Rathe, ‘60, and Alex Starr, ‘60, scored two goals each in Theta Delta Chi’s 7-0 romp at the expense of Tau Epsilon Phi Sunday morning.

In League V, the Non-Residents’ Student Association defeated Sigma Chi 1-0. Bob Richardson, ‘61, and Terry Dart, ‘61, shared the scoring honors with three goals apiece. Tom Cheung, ‘60, of East Campus is currently heading all goal-getters with his total of six netted when his team defeated Delta Kappa Epsilon 10-0.

East

The varsity and freshmen swimming teams will have their first competition of the year tomorrow night when they swim against Tufts at Medford.

Last year both MIT squads created registered matching victories, the varsity winning 48-18, and the frosh 61-16. With an even more imperative army of talent this winter, the Beavers should win easily. This Saturday afternoon will be the only time before Christmas that the varsity margins will compete at the Alumni Pool, as they meet Bowdoin at 2:00 P.M.

Rifle Team Downs Two

Shooting with mid-season accuracy, the varsity rifle team topped both Dartmouth and Bowdoin by sizable margins last Saturday morning at the MIT range. The Technicians scored 1,467 in the Big Green’s 1,385 and the Polar Bears 1,360.

High mark for the victors was junior Bill Leifer, ‘61, with a 284. Close behind were Steve Smith, ‘62, and Barry Eastland, ‘60, with 282’s, while Al Chin, ‘62, fired a 280, one point more than Senior Dan Schwartz’s score.

This Saturday morning, the Beaver crackpots will meet much tougher opposition as they’ll face Norwich.

New 1960 IM brings you taste...more taste...

More taste by far...yet low in tar!

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip unlocks natural tobacco flavor! That’s why IM can bend fine tobaccos not to suit a filter...but to suit your taste! Only the 1960 IM • Frees up flavor...other filters squeeze in! • Checks tart without choking taste! • Gives you the full, exciting flavor of the world’s finest, naturally mild tobaccos!

L’M has done it again!

More taste by far
"Henry IV", a Play by Pirandello
Is Drama’s Fall Production

Tomorrow night at 8:30 in the Little Theatre (Kresge Auditorium) and through Saturday, December 12th, the MIT Dramashop will be presenting its fall production: "Henry IV" by Pirandello. The story happens in the XXth century, but Pirandello is an author inclined to use special effects or gimmicks, and in "Henry IV" he forces the play to be set in period costumes of the 11th century, giving a wonderful opportunity for Paul Brumby, to design a splendid wardrobe, full of color, and movement. The special problems brought up by historical accuracy were solved by several trips to the library and the results are astonishing: elaborate designs, rich jewels, gold, silver, a myriad of attract-

Joseph Lesfyk, '61, and Leon Borstein, '61, watch as Joan Tolentine speaks to Lynn Walzer.

The greatest colors make this production a delight for the eye. Helping Paul Brumby in the setting of the play is Dave Paul, who designed the scenery with luxury, youth, majesty, transforming the Little Theatre in a splendid revival of what a throne room looked like in the 11th century. Surpassing the success of "Him" by e. e. cummings or "The Alchemist" by Ben Johnson, "Henry IV" will long be remembered.

MIT Dramashop presents
"HENRY IV"
by Luigi Pirandello
Little Theatre
Kresge Auditorium
Tonight through Saturday, December 12
8:30 P.M.
Admission $1.00
Tickets UN 4-6900, Ext. 2902
Directed by Joseph D. Everingham

Just Released for
VICEROY CIGARETTES!
The Greatest Jazz Album in Years!
Campus Jazz Festival
ON A SPECIALY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists — winners in a national popularity survey of American College and University Students! Yours at a special low price—with the compliments of VICEROY—the cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter... A Smoking Man's Taste.

Yours for Only $1.00
and 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes

On the campus... in your dorm room... in the fraternity house... anywhere you listen for the greatest jazz号码...

10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS

Marlins Sou'wester March of the Toys
Royal Garden Blues Just A Mood
Shine On Harvest Moon
Erroll's Boogie St. James Infirmary
Giblet Blues Texas Toast Blues
When The Saints Go Marching In

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS

Donny Goodman Lewis Armstrong
Erroll Garner Shifty Rogers
Jonah Jones Duke Ellington
Bob Beaver Red Norvo
Bob Scobey Buck Clayton
Vic Dickenson Roy Stewart
Duke of Dixieland
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LOOK!

First STRING. You can depend on that refreshing Budweiser taste. Which is why the campus crowd agrees—there's Bud.

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Box 355
Louisville 1, Kentucky
Please send me postpaid—record(s) of the Special VICEROY CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is $1.00 (no stamps, please) and 2 empty VICEROY packages for each record ordered.

Name__________________________________________
Address________________________________________
City____________________________________________
State___________________________________________

This offer good only in U.S.A. Not valid in areas where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted—expires December 31, 1959.

WOLFGANG ENTERS THE HOSPITAL TOMORROW.
Please omit flowers.
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